In this survey, we discuss current approaches to the robug control of the motion of robots and smmarize the available liteatre on the subj
L INTRODUCIION
There are basically two underlying phiosophies to dte contro of uncertain systems: the adaptve control approach, and herobust control appoach. In the adaptive approach, one designs a controler which atempts to learn" the uncertain pameters of the paricular system and, if properly designed will eventuy be a "bes" controller for the system m question. In the robust approach, the contrller has a fixed-stucture which yieds an "acceptable" rormance for a gi plam-u tait setIn n l the adapve aprach is applicable to a wider rage of uncerinties but robust controllers are smpler to implment and no dme is reqWired to "tune" the contrler to t plat variations.
We review her different robust control desgns used in controling tbe modon of robots. A discussion of adaptive controls may be found in [1] . The techniques discussed in this survey belong to one of the categories. The first is the liar-multivariabe or fe ack-lineaization approach [2] [13, 14] [20] . In [21, 23, 42, 43] . Later however, the special stucture of equations (1.1) , and the fact that the conto T provides an independent input for each degree of freedom [2, 12] , has led to the use of -global" linearizaon of the nonliear system. It is this later approach that is stessed in this section. For an excellent description of the exact linearizaton of robots see [2] . By defining the trajectory eor vector, eI = q-qd, e2 = i , one is able to globaly linearize the nonlinear error sysem, to dte foowing
where
(2.2) and
The poblem is then reduced to findig a linea controllr v which will achkve a desied close-loop pformance ie. [26] are applied in order to find C(s). The most general of these controllers have been designed using Youla parametrizaton and H-control eory [27, 28] and will be discussed first.
Spong and Vidyasagar [4] used the factoriation approach [27] to design a clas of linear compensators C(s) , parametizd by a stable transfer matrix R (s), and which guarantee that the solution e(t) to the nonlinear system (22) has a bounded L_ norm. The authors actually assumed that the bound on Ah is linear, i.e. 80 = 0 in (2.14) and found the family of all L_ stabilizing compensatos of ti nominal plant A particular compensator may then be obtained by choosing the paameter R(s) to satisfy other design criteria such as surpresing the effects of 9. As was discussed in [24] , including the more reasonable quadratic bound wiLl not destroy the L_ stability result, but will exclude any L2 rewlts unless the problem is reformuhed and more assmptons are made. In partcular, noisy measurements are no longer tolrated Craig [29] In thes paies the authrs use the state-feedback to either pile te pols sufficiety far in the left-half-plane [9] , fterefore guarnteeing stability in the presmce of rj (by the tal stability theorem for example), or an extra control loop [6] to coret for the effects of 1,.
In Kuo and Wang [31] , the intenl model pinciPle developed by Francis and Wonham [32] is used to design a liner controller which minimizes the effects of the dis nce term rH However, since r is a nonliear function of e and v, minizing its effecs does not neceswly guatee cosed-loop stability. In Gilbert and Ha [10] , Proportial-Lntegral-Denvaive control is apphed m order to obtain some seasitivity improvamnts. Cai [36] , Gutman [37] , and Coriess and Leitman [38] . A similar approach was discussed by Chen [39] . Finally, in Samson [11] , Lyapunov theory was used to obtain a 'High-gain" controller which guarantees ultimate boundedness.
INe feectk-lineization approach has been populr (under differe names) in the robotics fiekl Its main advantage is obviously the weah of linear techniues which may be used in the linear outer loop. In the prese of contact forces however, this apprc h becmes much more involved as was discussed in [14] . In some cases, the local linear ion ap ah was combined with other techniques in omr to gurt robust stability [21,23, and 2= Dd+C4d+g (33) whe DK,F,(s)-C is SPR with an SPR inverse by an appropriate choice of K, md F,(s). Using the pssivity terem, one deduces thatk 1 and r ae bouded in the L2nom,and sine c1 =A(sf'r (3.6) is SPR, one deduces t k-1 is asymptotcaly stable. Unforunately, as discussed above, this wil only imply that the positon error el is bouded and not its asymptoic stability.
On the other hand, since coe does not have dte exat kncYwedge required to implement contoller (3.3), one usually uses
Node that the gravity term g is being exactly canceled. Applying this controUer to equation (3.1) results in Figure 2 , with
art the sablity of the closed-loop sytm is stll guaranteed using th passivity theorm if one chooses DKF,(s)-C to be SPR with an SPR invem.
The passivity wosches desribed so far have been modified versions of the feebk-linearizatkonagFoaches. In [13, are the siching planes. It is then shown using the hierarchy of the sliding smfaces r *s', ,s, atd give bounds the u tinti in th manipulatos modeL that one can find b d C-in ode to drive te error sigal to fte intestion of the sliding sfcs aft which the eror wfll "slde" to ero. This contrll e ts tic lin coping of the joins by forcing the syt into fte sliding mode. Unforuately, e control effort as sen rom (4.1) is dicontinuous ad will therefore cete "chattring" which may excite unmodei bigh-fieqoeoy dynami More reendy, S bn has modified [17,411 the original VSS controlls using the so-cald "sucton control". In this appach, the sliig suface s(e) is allowed to be time-vsrying at the control pocere consists of two seps. In e fist, the contl law fores the trajectory towards the slding surface while in the second step, the controle is smoodted inside a possiby tim-varyin bounldy layer, in order to achieve optia treoff between contrl bandwidth and tracking precision, theefre eliminang ating and the sensitivity oftic controller to high-fequency dynamics. The [17] . 
